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Foreword
1. Why This Teacher Guide?
This Guide has been prepared to assist you in teaching Grade One English according to the
requirements of the new Kuwait National Curriculum and Standards (Kuwait, 2015) to be applied in
September 2015.
The Guide shares thoughts and ideas on how to teach a brand new curriculum using the existing
teaching and learning resources that were designed for the previous curriculum (2010). This is not
going to be an easy job! However, we are convinced that together we can do it, with your
commitment and our support.
In addition to introducing the new curriculum, the Guide indicates the following facts:
 Firstly, the word "Guide" is far from its traditional meaning of "prescribing ways of doing or
giving directives and instructions on how teaching and learning must happen in your
classrooms". To "Guide" here means "to offer possible directions, to investigate, to encourage
inquiry, to find ways to conduct students' learning by resorting to genuine and creative teaching
approaches."
 Secondly, the Guide is explicitly built on the well-known educational principle stating that
every classroom and every student is different from others and accordingly your ways of
teaching. Therefore, it should be clear for teachers, school principals, supervisors and all those
who work in the educational field that there is not just one best way to teach and learn for all
students and all teachers. This explains why different contexts need different approaches.
 Thirdly, the Guide promotes the idea of a curriculum for all, but also for every student with his
personal knowledge, skills, values, attitudes and attributes. Your students are different in their
abilities and learning styles. Your classes are normally made of students with a wide and
various ranges of personal interests, abilities and attitudes. All students are smart, but each of
them is smart in some areas and less smart in others. A teacher’s role is to support each student
to discover his potentials and achieve the best possible results in those areas where he/she has
maximum potential.
2. Kinds of teachers' attitudes and actions the Guide encourages
Teachers are encouraged to be as creative and flexible as possible in using this Guide while
adapting its suggestions to their individual students and their way of teaching. Therefore, do not
hesitate in resorting and putting into action all assets you possess!
Using the resources, currently available in your school, the Guide will support you to plan and
carry-out effective, rich and meaningful ‘learning activities’ for your students. It helps make the
‘classroom happening’ original, relevant, challenging, attractive and motivating for your students,
preparing them “not just for exams” but for life.
It prepares them for the challenges of a century that needs:
 Responsible citizens, confident in their Islamic, national and global identity.
 Pro-active personalities, fully involved in the country and their own growth.
 Respectful individuals towards other people and the environment.
 Diligent lifelong learners.
The new Kuwait National Curriculum is essentially a student- and leaning-centred curriculum that
develops student real-life related knowledge, skills, attitudes and values, defined in terms of
coherent, strong and sustainable system of competences.
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3. To whom the Guide is addressed?
In addition to teachers, the Guide will be used as the main training material for those who will
conduct the introductory training (May – June 2015) as well as the school-based continuous
professional development activities for Grade one teachers in the context of implementing the new
competence-based curriculum (September 2015 – May 2016). The material will also be used as a
reference for school principals and supervisors when monitoring teachers in the classroom.
4. How the Teacher Guide is structured?
In order to effectively support understanding and implementing the new curriculum concept in the
case of the English language, the Guide is organised in seven modules, displayed in a logical order.
 Module 1, introducing the key concepts related to the new Kuwait National Curriculum,
namely, curriculum, national curriculum, competences, standards as well as the components of
the curriculum.
 Module 2, explaining the main features of Primary Education, and – in this framework – with
the subject curricula and standards and highlighting what is really new in these documents, with
special focus on grade one.
 Module 3, offering practical suggestions on how to plan the teaching/learning process of the
curriculum units in short, medium, and long-term perspectives.
 Module 4, putting forward systems of offering methodological suggestions so that you can
apply the vision, the concept and the philosophy of the new curriculum resorting to the existing
teaching and learning resources in schools that reflect the curriculum 2010.
 Module 5, providing chances for integrating different subjects or highlighting the role of some
of them (such as Arabic, ICT in later years, etc.) across the curriculum.
 Module 6, offering challenging and new domains for classroom assessment that would allow
you to use data on students’ current achievements for improving their future results.
 Module 7, encouraging you to carry out individual and group-based professional development
activities in school by creatively applying the learning you have acquired in the framework of
the training offered by the Ministry of Education.
 Annexes will cover a number of useful templates, annual and unit plans, diagrams, figures that
would concretely help you when preparing your lessons.
5. Kinds of teaching and learning the Guide promotes
The new Kuwait National Curriculum explicitly takes advantage of a number of modern
educational and curriculum theories and concepts that enhance and thoroughly enrich the learning
process.
The Guide will support you as teachers to shift these theories and concepts into practice, translating
the “Curriculum and standards documents” into your concrete activities of planning, teaching,
managing and supporting students’ learning process as well as assessing and improving their
results.
6. Functions of the new curriculum
The new curriculum is designed to:
 Subscribe to a constructive teaching approach where the teaching should build on the students’
prior knowledge, restructuring it by continuously referring every piece of new knowledge to
pre-existing and consolidated ‘structures of the mind’. In this respect, it is YOUR task as a
2











teacher, to make sure that such a process really happens. (Ideas on these aspects will be given in
Module 4 below).
Promote student-centred learning, where the students are involved in an individual, peer or
group level activity for much of their learning. Teachers need to make sure this takes place in
reality and not just in formal and meaningless statements without any concrete effect (Ideas will
be given in Module 4).
Motivate students. Students can be motivated by building on their familiarity of the context
from where the teaching begins; the teaching is thus more frequently context-based, rather than
subject-based. (Ideas on this will be given in Module 4).
Promote problem–based learning. Such a strategy relates to the need for students to face a
challenge which they can attempt to solve; clearly, the challenge needs to be age appropriate, in
other words, challenges situated “within their zone of proximal development” as L. Vygotsky
states. (The meaning of this was amplified in the Module 4)
Encourage interdisciplinary teaching, recognizing the need to connecting the way in which
learning is seen in different areas and subjects and inter-relating this to further support learning.
(Ideas on this were given in the Module 5).
Support the development of students’ personal competences, by means of building up gradually
- and in an integrated way - their knowledge, skills, attitudes and values and making them
functional. This relates to promoting integrated networks of positive student knowledge, skills,
attitudes and desired attributes relevant to different types of subject-based competences (key,
general and specific. (Ideas on this were given in the Modules 1&2)
Promote the development of students’ social attributes such as communication, teamwork,
fostering responsibility through leadership and making decisions. (Ideas on this were given in
the Modules 1& 2).

7. How are interrelations ensured?
The curriculum concepts are connected and they function as a system. It should not be presented as
isolated ideas and experiences, but rather as an integrated body of interrelated realities. Wherever
possible, more than one specific competence might be good to be developed during a lesson; all of
them are inter-related. Hence a curriculum standard, associated with each of the specific
competences, can be taught together with others in an interdisciplinary fashion. This Teachers’
Guide encourages inter-linking. This can also apply to learning across subject areas (for example,
Science and Arabic; Mathematics and Art Education, etc.).
8. The Guide as an open document
The Guide is an open document. You, as beneficiaries, are kindly invited to add your ideas and
contributions to various chapters. This is your book and as such its on-going improvement is in
your hands.
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MODULE 1: THE NEW KUWAIT NATIONAL CURRICULUM
(KNC): HOW WOULD IT CHANGE YOUR CURRENT WAY OF
TEACHING?
When applying the new Kuwait National Curriculum, grade one teachers have to work with a set of
new concepts and to have a common understanding of the meaning of these concepts. This module
states some of these definitions and explanations.

1. The new Kuwait National Curriculum (KNC)
In its simplest definition, curriculum is a system of learning experiences and opportunities planned
and implemented for the development of children and young people through their education.
The new 2015 National Curriculum represents a highly organized body of knowledge, skills and
attitudes/values that learners are offered by the Kuwaiti educational system and that are useful for
personal fulfillment and development as well as for future social inclusion and employment.
The Kuwait National Curriculum defines what Kuwait learners are expected to know be able to do,
and how they should behave as values-oriented human beings and citizens forged as a result of their
education.

2. “Competence-based Curriculum”
Like most current-day curricula in the world, the Kuwait National Curriculum is based on the
competences children and learners are expected to acquire after completing their programme of
education. In a competence-based curriculum, the aims of education are achieved by gradually
developing a coherent system of key, general and specific competences. A curriculum that explains
and plans the learning process in terms of developing learners' competences is called “competencebased curriculum”.

3. What are the Competences?
Competences are defined as integrated systems of knowledge, skills and attitudes, values and
beliefs developed through formal and informal education. They allow individuals to become
responsible and autonomous persons, able to solve a diversity of problems and perform
satisfactorily in everyday life-settings at the quality level expressed by the standards. Through the
new Kuwait National Curriculum one develops three types of competences:

Key competences.

General competences, and

Specific competences.

3.1. Key Competences
Key competences represent a package (a system) of knowledge, skills, values, attitudes, beliefs, and
personal/social attributes that all individuals need to acquire by the end of their Secondary
Education, i.e. at the end of Grade 12.
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These competences are not generated by one of the subjects (e.g. Mathematics or Arabic). On the
contrary, they are developed by the joint and simultaneous contribution of all subjects that learners
learn over their schooling. This cross-curricular (i.e. non-subject specific) nature of the key
competences is self-explanatory when it comes to some of their main features, such as: high level
generality (synthetic character), consistency and sustainability over time.
These competences (e.g. Islamic and Ethical Competences, Communicative competence in Arabic
Language, etc.) are the foundation of successful personal and social lifelong development, including
further employability and career advancement.
The system of key competences at the end of grade 12, defined by the Kuwait National Curriculum,
is presented in Annex 1

3.2. General Competences
General competences, in contrast to key competences, are subject-specific. They define the most
general subject-based knowledge, skills and attitudes/values integrated in learners’ expected
outcomes by the end of grade 12, when a certain subject is taught (see the system of general
competences of English taught in Kuwait education, Annex 2

3.3. Specific Competences
Specific competences are sub-divisions of the above defined general competences and represent
lower level, underlying stages in the development of the general competences related to a certain
subject. The specific competences are structured and acquired by learners during a school year in
the limits of certain subjects displayed in the Teaching Plan. Under each subject, the specific
competences cover specialized, topic-based competences (knowledge, skills and values/attitudes)
which learners are expected to demonstrate by the end of each Grade.
Within the curriculum, the specific competences are clustered in the following four areas (ranges):
 A range of realities specific to the subject (i.e. a cluster of knowledge, facts, and information
related to the subject).
 A range of operations specific to the subject (i.e., a cluster of skills and strategies related to the
subject);
 A range of attitudes, somehow related to the subject (a cluster of attitudes, values, beliefs of all
sorts, mobilized by the knowledge and skills acquired in a certain subject);
 A range of connections with other subjects and domains of knowledge (a cluster of associations
of knowledge, skills, etc. from other areas of study and experience).

4. Standards to be attained through the new Kuwait National Curriculum
As a competence-based curriculum, the new Kuwait National Curriculum resorts to the concept of
‘standards’. The standards define the quality levels that learners achieve in developing their
competences at different stages of the learning process.
The Kuwait National Curriculum refers to two types of standards: Curriculum Standards and
Performance Standards.
5

The curriculum standards refer to the quality level to be achieved by learners in attaining the
specific competences by the end of each grade. As they describe learners’ progress in learning, the
curriculum standards are basic for all types of formative and summative classroom assessment.
The performance standards are a measuring tool that defines the quality level to be achieved by
learners in attaining general competences by the end of each of the school stages, Primary,
Intermediate and Secondary. The measurement of the performance standards is basic for different
types of national assessments and examinations.

5. The Structure of the Kuwait National Curriculum:
The Kuwait National Curriculum is structured in two main components (see Annex 2):
 The Conceptual Component, consisting of two documents that regulate the curriculum
system as a whole, namely:
 The National Curriculum Framework and
 The Kuwait Teaching Plan for Grades 1 to 12.
 The Operational Component, consisting of a relatively large number of official curriculum
documents, namely:
 Teaching and learning materials (TLM) for learners and teachers, including
textbooks for learners and Guidelines for teachers, e-books, educational software,
CD-ROMs and other digital aids and learners’ workbooks.
 Assessment and examination regulations, Guides and instruments.
 Official curriculum-related instructions.
 Implementation Guidelines and Guidelines for teacher mentoring.
 Other support materials.
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MODULE 2: THE NEW SUBJECT CURRICULA AND STANDARDS FOR
PRIMARY EDUCATION AS PART OF THE KUWAIT NATIONAL
CURRICULUM
1. What is the relationship between the Kuwait National Curriculum and the
Primary Education Subject Curricula and Standards?
1.1 Subject Curricula and Standards in Primary Education:
A Subject Curriculum and Standards for Primary Education describes the system of learning experiences
offered to learners in the first five years of their schooling by a given subject, as well as its connections to
other subjects of the National Curriculum.
As an example, the Curriculum and Standards for English is a component of the Kuwait National
Curriculum, together with the other eight subjects included in the Teaching Plan. Jointly, they are meant to
develop the Key-Competences described in your subject curricula. This Guide aims at supporting you to
reflect on the current curriculum, explaining how the new curriculum can support you to improve the
learning outcome of your learners based on national and school-based priorities. The new curriculum is also
meant to guide discussions with your colleagues, and stimulate your own thinking. Such reflection can offer
tangible support to help to improve your everyday classroom practices and assure better learning for your
learners.

1.2. Targets of the New Curriculum:
The former Curriculum most often addressed the so-called “general learner”. However, there is no such
reality as "the general learner” for whom the school could prescribe a standard line of progress; there are
many individual differences among us (various abilities, learning styles, interests, types of intelligence). In
this respect, a modern society should focus on valuing everyone’s potential in order to develop welltrained and effective citizens.
The new Curriculum requests from teachers to address individual learning styles, to use their freedom of
adding or adapting the curriculum to local needs or specific realities. The teacher may choose the teaching
methods and techniques and may adapt the pedagogical practices depending on the learners’ cognitive and
affective background and learning style.
The new curriculum emphasizes a vision of:
 The learner as an autonomous thinker and explorer who expresses his/her own points of view, builds
arguments and asks questions for understanding, exchanges ideas and cooperates with others in problem
solving – rather than a passive recipient of information that reproduces listened-to/written ideas and
works in isolation;
 The teacher as a facilitator of learning, a coach as well as a partner that helps the learner to understand
and explain – rather than a ‘knowledgeable authority’ that gives lectures and imposes standard points of
view;
 Classroom learning based on collaboration and aiming at developing competences – instead of being
based on competition in order to establish hierarchies among learners, and aiming at developing factual
knowledge focused only on validated examples.
More concrete, the overall idea behind the new curriculum is to produce some major shifts regarding:


The content: from a theoretical teaching of the subject to a variety of contexts that generate learning
with understanding;
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What is expected from learners: from merely applying algorithms to using problem solving strategies;
Learning: from memorization and repetition to exploration and investigation, self-discovery and
creativity;
Teacher’s role: from an information provider to an organizer of a wide variety of learning activities for
all children, adapted to individual levels of attainment and rhythms of development;
Assessment: from subjectivism and the rigidity of marks meant to classify learners, to self-assessment
and progress assessment.

2. What is the learner’s profile by the end of Primary Education according to
the new Curriculum?
2.1. Primary Education and Child Development
Primary Education follows Early-Childhood Education and Pre-School Education in a systemic and
consistent way. Early-Childhood and Pre-School Education are regarded as a period of rapid and substantial
physical, cognitive, emotional and social development for children. During this phase of development,
exposure of children to the basic systematic learning processes focuses on stimulating the child’s curiosity
about themselves, society, nature, knowledge, culture and new technologies. The aim of education at this age
is also to stimulate the child’s creativity and enthusiasm in approaching new experiences and facing real-life
situations.
The transition from Early-Childhood Education and Pre-School Education to Primary Education is aided
when the school:
•
•
•
•

Fosters the child’s relationships with teachers and other children, and enhances the child’s identity;
Builds on the learning experiences that the child brings with him;
Correlates the child’s experience in school and in real life experiences;
Welcomes the family and the community as partners in the educational process.

The primary stage in children’s learning builds upon and makes connections with previous early-childhood
learning and experiences. Teaching and learning are supported by a wide range of experiences across the
specific disciplines, with a focus on the key competences to be achieved by the end of Grade 12 as a result of
structuring subject-related general and specific competences. Therefore, during this level basic learning
habits are established, and cognitive, social-emotional and motor development is nurtured with special
attention to building up positive attitudes towards learning so that children become aware of their potential
and have a chance to fully develop different dimensions of their personality.

2.2. The learners’ profile by the end of Primary Education according to the New
Curriculum and Standards?
The aims of the National Curriculum have been carefully developed to underpin and drive the curriculum
design. We want all children to become:
 respectful individuals who assume the values of the society and act accordingly
 pro-active personalities ,who are devoted, eager to contribute to community development
 diligent learners who enjoy learning, make progress and achieve good results
 responsible citizens who make a positive contribution to society.
These curriculum aims are detailed in the eight key competences to be achieved within the schooling from
Grades 1 to 12. The diagram below synthetically presents the main values emphasized by the new
curriculum, the key competences, and the subjects through which the key competences will be achieved.
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By the end of Primary Education in the State of Kuwait, learners who have fully developed their general and
specific competences as stated in the National Curriculum are supposed to have acquired and assumed a
system of knowledge and understanding, skills, attitudes and values appropriate for their age group that
would empower them to get to the expected outcomes needed for their future social and personal
development and growth. More specifically, Primary School learners are supposed to:
Foster their own Islamic, Arabic, Kuwaiti and Global identities and a sense of belonging, as well as
develop an open and mutual understanding with others through:
 Showing respect for the values and comprehensive message of Islam, and showing awareness of
their Arabic and Islamic identity;
 Identifying, respecting, and assuming the religious, cultural and ethical values of Islam at a level
appropriate to the learners’ age, in individual and community life;
 Acting in everyday life situations by respecting the five pillars of the Islamic faith;
 Showing respect to parents, family, community, school, teachers and society by understanding
sacred values and traditions.
Communicate fluently in Arabic, in a variety of contexts, through:
 Reading and writing correctly in standard Arabic and engaging in respectful and productive dialogue
in Arabic with teachers, parents and peers;
 Applying simple reading strategies in Arabic to understand different texts selected as being
appropriate to their level of understanding;
 Using simple ways of listening and speaking, and applying simple writing strategies in Arabic to
express feelings, ideas and opinions, or to articulate, in Arabic, their imaginary worlds;
 Using Arabic with confidence for different purposes in age-appropriate communicative activities;
 Transferring the communicative skills acquired in Arabic Language classes during Grades 1 to 5 to
the study of other school subjects.
Communicate effectively in English, in a range of contexts, through:
 Listening, speaking reading and writing in English at the level defined by the curriculum, and
engaging in simple dialogues, in English, with peers and adults;
9






Understanding phrases and expressions in English related to areas of immediate interest when clearly
and carefully articulated;
Participating confidently in exchanges of questions and answers in English about familiar topics;
Composing well-constructed, grammatically, semantically and sequentially correct sentences in
English in short paragraphs about their own experiences using proper writing strategies;
Showing interest in reading various age-appropriate materials in English.

Use the mathematical language and understanding, as well as related symbols, signs and codes in a range
of social contexts, by means of:
 Performing basic operations with numbers; identifying and describing simple properties of
geometrical shapes; using ad-hoc and standard units to measure, compare and compute lengths,
weights, capacities, areas, and volumes; using time and money in everyday-life’s simple problemsolving situations;
 Applying logic and reasoning to answer questions, clarify ideas, respond to instructions, engage in
constructive discussions with classmates and the teacher, to develop an oral or written plan for
explaining approaches in solving and posing problems;
 Showing curiosity and pleasure to discover and employ patterns based on fast recall of number facts
and simple mathematical strategies;
 Demonstrating confidence and perseverance in approaching problems using tools at hand to evaluate
the rational nature of answers;
 Engaging individually and in cooperation with others in creative problem solving, and showing
interest in learning from others and in helping them.
 Use scientific and technological language and understanding, in a range of social contexts,
through:
 Observing and exploring the scientific world around them related to living organisms, natural
phenomena, and science-related technology;
 Undertaking basic investigations using simple scientific instruments and equipment appropriate for
their age level on phenomena associated with the weather, the soil, the water cycle and energy
changes;
 Using technology and Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in everyday life
situations;
 Exploring and managing information correctly and responsibly;
 Using digital tools creatively and responsively for communicating, producing, processing, analyzing,
sharing and presenting information based on their level of knowledge;
 Using digital tools in a safe and ethical manner.
Foster inclusiveness, justice and sustainable development, based on respect of democracy through,
 Performing simple actions that demonstrate the spirit of citizenship and care for public interest;
 Interacting within social groups as Kuwaiti citizens according to rules, laws and regulations;
 Identifying simple examples of acceptable and unacceptable moral ways, and act accordingly;
 Contributing to preserve national resources as a national and a global issue, and act accordingly;
 Respect the popular and national heritage of Kuwait in daily life situations;
 Identify the international rules and organizations that facilitate the values of peaceful cooperation;
 Make and assume simple decisions in familiar contexts.
Enhance personal development and meta-cognitive skills for a good quality life through:
 Appropriately balancing the intellectual and emotional components of their personality, reinforcing
their self-confidence and self-esteem, positive motivation and the capacity to make proper use of
their attributes, while respecting and valuing the attributes of others;
 Finding the most suitable learning methods and strategies for themselves;
 Finding priorities and learning objectives;
 Showing initiative, assessing risks and handling obstacles to learning;
 Building on and applying prior learning and prior experiences;
 Observing and applying the rules of socially acceptable behavior and ethics in various situations;
 Performing physical activities appropriate to their age and developing physical capabilities;
10






Understanding the benefits of good health activities and applying these activities in their daily lives;
Enjoying visual arts experiences through seeing and producing art examples that are appropriate to
their age level;
Enjoying musical experiences appropriate to the learners′ age, through listening and performing;
Being aware of and enjoying the most common music and art traditions in Kuwait and other parts of
the Arab World throughout history.

Enhance the potential to successfully face the everyday challenges of life and work through,
 Working cooperatively with others, sharing and managing conflicts
 Evaluating own work and reflecting critically on aims and purposes
 Showing curiosity and inquisitiveness, and demonstrating positive and constructive attitudes towards
working individually and in groups
 Contributing to preserving the environment and promoting sustainable development at local and
global levels

3. Subject Curricula and Standards: Understanding the English language
Curriculum
Subject Curricula and Standards are an essential part of the curriculum for all those interested in education:
learners, parents, teachers, school principals, supervisors, curriculum and standards developers, as well as
other public servants in the Ministry of Education.
Subject Curricula and Standards offer a clear vision for the knowledge, skills and attitudes/values to be
achieved by a learner during the learning process (textbooks included). They help and guide you, the teacher,
in developing learning resources and activities that inspire and motivate learners for achieving the
competences and the standards mentioned in the Curriculum.

3.1. The Structure of the English language Curriculum
The English language Curriculum and Standards for Primary Education are built on the same overall
curriculum vision, mission, educational philosophy, and principles that support learners to achieve the key
competences by the end of Grade 5, and they share the same structure.
The English language Curriculum document is structured in three parts:
 The first presents the essentials of primary education in the new National Curriculum;
 The second presents the new curriculum for English language
 The last part offers suggestions to teachers and school principals for implementing the curriculum.
 The core part of all subject curricula for primary education (Part II) is designed to fit into the
following structure:
 Rationale
 General competences developed through the subject from Grades 1 to 5
 Performance Standards to be achieved by the end of Grade 5
 Scope and Sequence of the curriculum and standards from Grades 1 to 5
 Overview of the progression of the specific competences developed through the subject in Grades 1
to 5
For each Grade from 1 to 5:
 General and Specific Competences developed, grade by grade with examples of learning
 activities and curriculum standards;
 The learning content
 A few suggestions for implementing the new curriculum.
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3.1.1. The Rationale of the English language Curriculum
The Rationale presents, in a concise way, the vision of the curriculum for a school subject. It helps you, the
teacher, and others to see the main focus of teaching the discipline, and to orient your teaching activities
towards that focus. The Rationale orients you towards:
 The context in which the new curriculum is developed;
 A vision of the role of English in developing learners’ personalities;
 The aims of English curriculum.
 The influences that informed the present curriculum;
 The integrated vision and the correlation with other subjects.
 More specifically, when reading the Rationale, you get concise and consistent answers to the
following questions:
 What is the subject about?
 Why do learners study this subject?
 How is the subject curriculum organized?
 What is the focus of the study in different educational stages (e.g., primary, intermediate and
secondary)?
These questions may help you to organize your teaching as a purpose-oriented activity.

3.1.2. The General Competences of the English Language Curriculum
The General Competences represent the backbone of the English language Curriculum as they reflect the
essential dimensions a subject develops in learners throughout schooling.
As compared to the key competences, the general competences are subject-specific. They define the most
general subject-based integrated knowledge, skills and attitudes/values concerning learner’s performances by
the end of Grade 12.

3.1.3. ‘Scope and Sequence’
The section Scope and Sequence is essential in the frame of the Subject Curriculum and Standards document
because it gives the core of the entire curriculum through its two different tables:
 The first table offers an overview of all general competences for [English], with their corresponding
specific competences, presented in progression from Grades 1 to 5 in a synthetic form.
 The second table, structured grade by grade, covers all key elements (general competences, specific
competences, examples of learning activities and curriculum standards) that are important for
the curriculum to be understood by all.
 Although in Grade 1 you will use, of course, only resources for Grade 1, the overview of general
competences is an important tool to see the perspective of the next developments when you teach,
and thus you will be able to better adapt your teaching strategies to the learners’ level of
understanding.

3.1.4. The Role of the Specific Competences within the English language
Curriculum
As compared to the General Competences, Specific Competences represent stages in the acquisition of the
General Competences. They define more specific systems of integrated knowledge, skills and
attitudes/values; they can cover specialized, topic-based competences learners should display by the end of
each grade. Therefore, they are structured and developed in learners during a school year.
The following aspects are important in relation to the Specific Competences:
(a) From the point of view of the curriculum structure, the Specific Competences are
the starting point for developing the “Curriculum Standards”;
(b) The curriculum standards measure the level of achievement of the Specific Competences;
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(c) The curriculum standards constitute a structural part of the curriculum and will be used in
the classroom for formative and summative assessment (Grades 1 to 5; 6 to 9, and 10 to 12).
The Specific Competences are developed based on the following divisions
 a range of realities specific to the subject (knowledge);
 a range of operations (skills and strategies) specific to the subject;
 a range of personal and social responses (attitudes, values, beliefs) mobilized by the knowledge and
skills acquired in a certain subject;
 a range of connections with other subjects and domains.

3.1.5. Examples of Learning Activities within the English language Curriculum
The examples of learning activities are meant to help the teacher find answers to questions such as:

What are the learners expected to do?

With what and how are they expected to do it? i.e., what knowledge, skills, strategies,
values and attitudes, what resources; in what sequence will the learning activity be developed?

In what context are they expected to do it? , where does the learning activity take place,
how do I organize the class – individual work, group work, pair work?

The learning activities are learner-centered. They enable the learner(s) to achieve the
specific competences. To achieve the competences in the curriculum, the proposed examples of learning
activities capitalize on the concrete experience of learners and integrate teaching strategies adequate for a
variety of learning contexts. It should be kept in mind that the learning activities included in the subject
curriculum are only examples: they do not cover exhaustively the variety of learning experiences that
can be developed in a particular class. Compared to the other parts of the curriculum which are mostly
compulsory, the examples of learning activities have a special status: you can modify them or add some
other learning activities in order to better address learners’ needs.

When developing other learning activities within the learning-unit planning, you may
take into account some criteria for good quality learning activities. Good learning activities should:
 describe what learners can do to achieve a specific competence
 cover activities that learners can really do (not that the teacher can do!)
 be formulated as realistic tasks for learners
 include as much as possible, games, pair and group work activities.

3.1.6. Curriculum standards
In Kuwait, the curriculum standards refer to the quality level to be achieved by learners in attaining the
specific competences.
Curriculum standards describe to what extent the specific competences should be achieved by the end of
each grade. In the new Kuwait Curriculum, curriculum standards are defined at the level of each grade and
relate to specific competences defined in the subject curriculum.
As they are relevant to the end of each school year, curriculum standards are a matter of school- or classbased formative or summative assessment. The English Language Curriculum offers examples on how the
achievement of the curriculum standards can be followed by the teacher and the kind of actions teachers can
take to ensure learners’ progress in learning.

3.1.7. Performance Standards
The performance standards describe to what extent the general competences are to be achieved by the end of
each stage of education – Primary, Intermediate, and Secondary.
As they are relevant to the end of each stage of education, the performance standards are guiding the
national summative assessment or examination. When the final written assessments are aligned to the
competences stated by the curriculum, it is possible to observe that learners demonstrate different levels of
mastery of these competences.
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For reporting purposes, it will be decided which levels will be taken as the ‘minimum’, below which
performance is considered to be insufficient. This is useful so as to target specific improvement actions for
those learners whose performance is below this minimum. National assessment, and also classroom-based
assessment aligned with the national curriculum, is able to describe, in the future, how the minimum
sufficient level of performance looks like, or to describe an intermediate performance.

3.1.8. The learning content
The ‘learning content’ represents means and opportunities for developing specific competences. The learning
content is not an aim of learning in itself. The learning content includes the knowledge of the domain
selected for a particular grade.
The elements of learning content are to be found also in the specific competences, the curriculum standards,
or the examples of learning activities. The reference to them may be more general (expressing a category, a
class of concepts or procedures in the Specific Competences and Curriculum Standards) and more concrete
in the learning activities. The learning content may refer to (select what is appropriate for the subject):
 Concepts, principles, facts (for example: the Arabic Language: sounds, words, sentences, paragraphs,
books, texts, verbal and nonverbal communication; for Social Studies: law, nation, citizenship, family,
democracy, key social events, key historical characters; for Islamic Education and Quranic Studies:
fundamental religious (Holly) texts, religious celebrations, the Prophet (PBUH), the mosque; for
Physical and Health Education: athletics, gymnastics, etc.);
 Procedures and algorithms (for the Arabic Language: active listening, reading comprehension; for Social
Studies: active involvement, cooperation, accepting rules, partnership; for ICT: searching, collecting,
sorting, presenting information; for Physical and Health Education: active movement, travelling, good
orienteering, playing games etc.);
 Attitudes, values and norms (for the Arabic Language: rules of politeness in dialogue, conventions of the
literary language; for Social Studies: responsibility, respect for the other’s culture and opinions, nondiscrimination; for Islamic Education and Quranic Studies: faith, virtue, revelation)
A second option is to identify the specific domains of the subject. For example:
 In the language-centered subjects, these may be identified as domains: literature/culture and civilization,
language, communication;
 In in arts, there are domains such as: design, drawing, paper work, etc.
Learning content could be structured on topics:
 water, energy for sciences;
 ecology in life skills;
 family, nation, world in social studies
Another possibility is to group the contents around each general competence as shown in the second example
of Table 5. For example: (a) for Social studies, the content may refer to analyzing and explaining social
structures and ways of personal involvement in familiar contexts; (b) for the Arabic Language and English,
the content may refer to reading and viewing, to listening and speaking, and to writing.
This could be the best way for showing the coherent vision of a competence-based subject curriculum.
Anyway, some redundancies cannot be avoided in this case, because some content can be used in all strands
(for example, sounds are identified and pronounced in listening and speaking, but they are also important in
reading and writing when learners learn the correspondence between sound and letter).
Another possibility of structuring the learning content is to emphasize some big ideas (conceptual
understandings) of the domains. For example, for Mathematics, numbers can be used in many ways for
different purposes in the real world.
The learning content may be presented also in a very simple way, like a list, without using any labels or
categories. There is also the possibility of combining two methods of structuring the content: in the Kuwait
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National Curriculum some dominant topics present for each grade were combined with other criteria in
structuring the content.
The primary education curriculum is organized around some common dominant topics for each school year.
These dominant topics are:
 Grade 1 – Me, my home and my school
 Grade 2 – Me and my neighborhood
 Grade 3 – Me and my country
 Grade 4 – Our world
 Grade 5 – The universe
For Grade1, the proposed tasks should relate with the close universe of the child.

3.2. The Implementation of the English Language Curriculum in Grade 1
A learner-centered curriculum enhances a certain direction for change in the way of teaching the subject. A
comparison of features between traditional didactics and the didactics promoted by the new curriculum are
presented in the table below.
Criteria/
parameters

The learner

The teacher

Learning

Assessment

Teaching centered strategies

Learning centered strategies

Listens to the teacher’s lecture or explanation

Expresses personal points of view

Tries to remember and reproduce the ideas
transmitted by the teacher

Makes an exchange of ideas with other learners
and the teacher

Passively accepts ideas transmitted by others

Asks himself and others/ questions in order to
understand, to get the meaning of various ideas

Works in isolation

Cooperates in order to solve problems and to
accomplish various tasks.

Gives lectures, explains

Facilitates and mediates learning

Imposes a point of view

Helps learners to understand and explain their own
points of view.

Considers himself/ herself as "master” and acts
accordingly.

Is a learning partner.

Learning is synonym to memorization and standard
knowledge reproduction, via the “classical” examples
that were validated by tradition

Learning is focused on developing learners’
competences.

Learning leads to competition among learners for
ranking purposes.

Learning is mainly cooperative.

Aims at knowledge measuring and appraisal. The
focus is on what and how much the learners know.

Aims at competence measurement and appraisal. The
focus is on what learners can do with what they know.

Highlights the quantitative aspects (the extent of
information the learners acquire).

Highlights the qualitative aspects (values and
attitudes acquisition).

Aims at learners’ ranking for selection purposes

Looks at every learner’s progress in learning

When you read this table, take into account that these features are expressed at a general theoretical level. In
the common classroom practice, you need to combine various strategies appropriately in order to develop
every learner’s potential and his/her specific competences. A partnership teacher – learner is particularly
relevant in Grade I as it facilitates a better integration of learners into a school environment.
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MODULE 3: PLANNING THE TEACHING AND LEARNING
1. The role of ‘planning’ in the process of guiding your learners
Think of ‘planning’ your teaching like you would plan anything that is important enough to require
preparations, for example planning a holiday trip or any other important journey. In fact, you, as a teacher,
are indeed planning a journey, an exploratory journey, not for yourself in this instance, but for your learners.
Your planning may lead you to devise a road map, a guiding plan for the trip you imagine for your learners.
This kind of planning helps you to ensure, in a coherent manner, your learners’ acquisition of the specific
competences included in the curriculum. In this travel you have to be their guide, their companion, and also
the person who assesses the measure in which each learner solved the problems that occurred along the way,
and also the progress each of them made during the travel you imagined for them.

2. The Reference Points for Good Planning
If we build more on this analogy between planning your didactic travel with planning any kind of trip, we
can have the following associations:
Planning a travel
Why are we making this
trip? What is the purpose
of it?

To relax, to visit relatives, to
enrich my culture (visiting some
museums) etc.

What may we do during
the trip?

Swim, read a book, see a certain
place/museum/park etc.

How to organize the trip
(with whom, with what,
when)?

Who are my companions; what do
I need to take with me; how much
money and time do I have? Etc.

How much did I achieve
of my initial goal?

How much money did I spend?
How much did I benefit from this
trip?

Planning the didactic travel
What are the competences I must assist
my learners to develop along this travel
(this school year)?
What are the learning activities and the
contents that help me to develop the
specific competences of my subject?
In what order could I approach the
contents? What kind of didactic
strategies, methods of teaching,
learning and assessing can I use having
in view the group I’m working with?
In what measure were the standards
attainted by each of my learners…and in
what measure by all of my learners?

3. The steps of planning
Planning means certain logic of the actions you take.
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4. The Curriculum and the Planning
Step One: Prepare Yourself: Carefully Read the Curriculum and determine how the Prescribed Textbook
may assist you in Guiding Your Learners.
Firstly, you have to read the curriculum very carefully in order to understand the contribution your subject
may have in developing learners’ competences and their future personality. That means to develop and bring
out the full potential of a human being based on his/her nature, but stimulated and structured by education.
During this process the mental, cultural and practical capacities as much as the personal and social
competencies are being developed and continuously widened in a holistic way.
When reading the curriculum, you will try to understand in what way the competences (general and specific),
the standards, the contents and the examples of learning activities can help you to plan your learners’ travel
in such a way that they have a chance to acquire the necessary competences for a certain schooling stage.
Having this in mind, you will check the textbook to see to what extent you can use it when applying the new
curriculum. You can check on aspects such as:
 Does the structure of the textbook offer a certain order of the topics that may help me plan a logical
course for my learners’ journey? Can I perhaps make some changes, yet still use ideas in the textbook? If
I need other topics (mentioned in the curriculum but not present in the textbook), I have to decide where
I can introduce them in the span of the school year.
 Does the textbook include activities, exercises that lead to developing the specific competences
mentioned in the curriculum?
 Does the textbook provide methods of assessing learners’ results, having in view the curriculum
standards?
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4.1. Designing the Annual Plan
Step Two: Think about Your Travel Plan: Think about how your Travel Plan may be most effective, and may
make best sense to your learners.
The second step is to think about your trip with your learners; help them to get the big picture of the journey.
This means you have to build the annual plan. You have to include in the annual plan all the specific
competences mentioned in the curriculum for your subject for Grade 1, and all the contents recommended in
the curriculum. You have to match them and be sure that you can do the planned ‘didactic travel’ in the time
you have at your disposal for the school year, according to the teaching plan. For this, you have to check the
structure of the school year to see how many weeks (or days of teaching) you have in each semester.
You may structure the learning units having in mind some topics that can be related to the contents in the
curriculum, and that can be of interest to a learner in Grade 1. This is the time when you also can make some
links with other subjects in order to plan travel that can make sense for your learners. In Grade 1, for
example, there are some common areas of thinking (themes) for all subjects, for example the theme ’My
family and school’. You may wish to integrate these themes among other themes and you may think about
allocating some time for an inter-disciplinary or trans-disciplinary project.
The specific questions of the annual planning are:

This is a macro level planning estimate that provides a possible structure for the year long journey, aligns
with the curriculum purpose, establishes a possible itinerary and allocates time for all learning units. The
points of reference for the annual planning are:

the curriculum

the structure of the school year calendar

the textbook and the workbook

other instructional materials (teachers’ guide, for example)
By working out the annual planning, we make sure that:
 We cover all the specific competences (SCs) and learning content for a school year;
 We take into consideration the time assigned to the subject for a certain grade;
 We determine a coherent perspective on the journey proposed for learners;
 We use the textbook as a resource, rather than a unique point of reference for the plan, and as an aid in
teaching and learning.
A possible heading for the annual planning is presented below:
The title of the
learning unit

Curriculum
Standards

Learning content

Number of
hours

Weeks

Possible sequence of
learning units
(derived from the
curriculum)

1.1…
2.2
3.1
……

Specifies concepts,
strategies, procedures selected for
this learning area and for
acquiring the specific
competences

Overall per
LU

1-10
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4.2. Designing the Learning Unit
Step Three: Look at the sequences of presentation of materials: Look at skills-acquisition, etc., focusing on
learning units. Then, you have to look closely at the sequences you identified in your annual planning – the
learning units - and think about them in a strategic way. Now you will focus on how to organize a learning
unit and determine what kind of learning activities are appropriate for developing the specific competences
you selected for this unit.
A learning unit is an open and flexible learning structure that focuses on the management of the teaching
and learning. The learning unit:
 Leads to developing specific learning behavior and values outcomes with learners.
 Has a common topic (and, in some cases, combines learning content from different domains of the
subject or other subjects).
 Progresses meaningfully and with continuity over a period of time (10-15 lessons, for example).
 Includes formative assessment and ends with a summative test.
There are some differences between a learning unit and a traditional chapter in a (text) book:





CHAPTER

LEARNING UNIT

Focuses on one single topic/one single

learning content
Offers mainly information, and ignores the
learning activities that can help learners to explore 
and understand the topic
Favors the textbook, the content and the

teacher’s authority

Focuses on developing competences by
dealing with learning content specific for a certain
area of learning
Besides information, skills, values, offers a
method to explore and understand the topic
Is learner-centered and emphasizes processes of
learning

The advantages of thinking of the learning units as ending with a stop sign in our didactic itinerary are:
 We understand better the overall purpose of our journey; a stop sign is only one of the exploration points
we have in our way to the end of the trip;
 We can focus better on the competences to be developed at this point in time;
 We are fully aware of what we have accomplished during the previous stop of our journey and of what
we will do when we get to the next one;
 We can assess better both the progress and the final results of the learners.
The specific questions you have to answer when designing the learning unit are the following:
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For designing the learning unit, you have to:
 Determine the specific competence(s) to be acquired. In fact, you’ve already selected them in the annual
planning. You have to see if you can develop them all during the learning unit you are examining. It may
happen that you feel like adding or deleting some of the specific competences (SC). If this is the case,
you should recover the deleted SC in other learning unit(s).
 Identify the learning content that you need in order to develop the SC mentioned in the curriculum. This
selection is also already made in the annual planning. Here you may add some details if you think they
are necessary.
 Identify the adequate learning activities. This is a new operation and you have to check if the textbook
offers you appropriate material in this respect. You need to associate one or more learning activity to
each SC. The learning activity () will focus on the learning content you selected in various approaches,
so that learners can develop the SC of that learning unit. You also have to be sure that the learning
activities match the needs and the capacities of your class.
 Suggest formative/summative assessment strategies. This is also a new operation. Select those strategies
that fit the group’s progress, having in view the curriculum standards (CS) as the intended target.
A possible planning for a learning unit is the following:
Learning content

Details

Curriculum
Standards

Learning activities
Activities that can
involve learners in
developing the
competences and
reaching the
curriculum standards

Resources
- Time-Grouping
(individual work,
pair work, group
work etc.)
-Materials/
Resources (visual
and audio aids etc.)

Classroom
Assessment

Assessment
activities and tools

4.3. Developing small sequences, e.g., Lessons, in a learning unit:
Step Four: Develop Small Sequences of a Learning Unit
After developing learning units you already have gathered answers to some important questions that may
offer you a clear idea about what to do in a specific lesson. In fact, by answering these questions you know
what the core of your lesson is.
Here are questions to which you may find answers in your learning unit:
 What learning experiences may learners acquire from the learning unit?
 What are the most efficient learning activities for reaching the expected results in the learning unit?
 What are the resources I need for these learning activities in the learning unit?
 What are the learning evidences learners are expected to produce (a written work, a communicative
behavior etc.?
Although some questions are answered, you will still need to answer some more questions in order to
develop effective tactics for successfully presenting this lesson. These may include:
 How will I begin and how will I end the lesson in order to (a) ensure a coherent link with previous
lessons and future lessons in the learning unit (LU) and (b) motivate the learners for learning?
 How and when will I prepare all the resources I need for the lesson?
 Do I need to reinforce anything else from previous lessons in this learning unit?
Here you have a model for planning a lesson. A major change in this new curriculum is that your planning
should be based first and foremost on the curriculum and standards document for your subject and not on the
textbook, the textbook being only a resource for developing the specific competences in the curriculum. This
does not mean that you cannot use your prescribed textbooks extensively, but it is advised that you now
change your perspective and start with the curriculum and then look into the textbook to see what you can
find there that may help you to develop the specific competences in the curriculum.
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Starting from each row in the learning unit, you can effectively design the lesson. For each specific
competence, you have to creatively plan, built on your experience with the issues of the lesson, or find in the
textbook a learning activity that aims at developing that specific competence.
You may mention the learning activities and the pages in the textbook that can be used for each lesson, but
this is only a helpful detail rather than a significant requirement.

Specific Competences

Unit : ......................................

1.1. Listening to and
recognizing simple words,
phrases, sentences as well as
oral instructions heard in
everyday life situations
2.1. Using simple words,
expressions and
sentences to express themselves
about self, family, food and
other items in small
conversations or individual
speech
3.1. Reading aloud grade level
words and phrases and
identifying some of the high
frequency words associated to
images or symbols

Activities:
Opening the lesson

Lesson :..................................

1.

2.

3.

4.1. Writing simple words and
using drawings to indicate
objects or feelings
Curriculum Standards
4.
1.1.Recognize words, phrases,
instructions of English heard
from natural sources (e.g.
different persons’ speech) or
electronic ones (recorded
material)
2.1. Use appropriate simple
vocabulary to indicate/name
classroom objects, people and
places, food items and other
things in small conversations or
individual speech

Closure of the lesson

3.1. Read grade level words and
phrases aloud clearly
4.1. Write simple words or
phrases related to issues
learned in school

A possible model for developing this tactical plan of the lesson comes from the practice of critical thinking.
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What starts the lesson?– a learner experience, a teacher’s question, or a memorable
happening/activity

SET
EVOCATION/
UPDATE

-

Teaching and learning activities that help the learners discover and explore the topic in order
to develop specific knowledge, skills and attitudes.

BUILDING THE
MEANINGS
REFLECTION

Bringing in the learners’ prior knowledge about the topic
Raising the learners interest for the new lesson

-

How did the learners learn this? (the chronology of activities used emphasizing the
activities’ role in the specific learning)
Discussion on how the learners integrate the new acquisitions in their existing set of
competences.
When and how could the learners use their new acquisitions of knowledge and/or skills?

5. Reflecting on how you did your planning work
Step Five: The best reflection of how efficient planning was can be given by the learners’ results
both during and at the end of the school year. For more beneficial interpreting of these results, you
should evaluate both your learners and YOURSELF. You can initiate questions such as:





Was I able to stick to my planning all the time; most of the time; just some of the time; or was I
totally unable to stick to my planning.
At what level did my planning prove to be less applicable: macro level (the annual planning);
mezzo level (learning unit); micro level (lesson); other?
How many of the specific competences/curriculum standards did my learners reach (a global
perspective)?
How much did each of my learners progress from the beginning to the end of the school year?

A useful instrument to help you in answering these questions is a ‘diary’, a booklet in which you
may write brief comments of your teaching activities and successes that you may keep throughout
the school year. This reflection is important because it may help you to do better planning in the
future. For your own reflection, it may be suggested that you think about the following meanings of
planning: You may wish to write your opinion(s) about each of these ideas.
Planning means:






TO PROMOTE A VISION - because you have a clear idea of what the purpose of your learners’
journey is
PERSONALIZATION - because, although you have a clear purpose, you have to adjust all your
planning to your schools’ mission and to your class profile
FOLLOWING SOME SPECIFIC STEPS – for planning a coherent journey you need to start from a
global view to developing a strategic and then a tactical planning)
TO MAKE USE OF DOCUMENTS – it is very useful to read the curriculum, consult the textbook,
the teachers’ guide or any other materials that may help you in planning
TO REFLECT ON WHAT HAS TAKEN PLACE – it is important to think about how you did your
planning – was your planning done efficiently… or not?, what were the reasons for the efficiency or lack of
efficiency of the planning?, etc.
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6. How might it be useful to consult the textbook when planning based on the
new curriculum? The extent to which I may best use the textbook in use
To find an answer to this question, you have to start by comparing the new curriculum with your
textbook. You can have in view the following aspects:
 Which of the specific competences mentioned in the new curriculum can you develop by
using the present textbook?
 For which of the specific competences mentioned in the new curriculum you don’t find a
support in the present textbook?
 What contents mentioned in the new curriculum are covered in the present textbook?
 What contents mentioned in the new curriculum are not covered in the present textbook?
 According to the answers at this question, you know how much you have to bring a new
input for your learners.
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Module 4: Teaching and learning in a competence-based, learner- and
learning-centered curriculum environment
1. Undertaking effective teaching
The new Kuwait National Curriculum is, first and foremost, learner and learning-centered. This
means that the focus of the educational process is on the student and her/his learning.
Effective teaching strategies within a competence-based curriculum need to consider:

the characteristics of the situation, the learner and prior learning,

the student's internal motivation, interest, relevance and attitude.

the learning environment created by the teacher (motivation, interest, relevance, attitude of
the student).
Thus, a teacher needs to:
 realize that learning should start from the students’ previous knowledge. This means it starts
from what the student already knows and from what is relevant for the student’s personal
development and the development of what may be considered agreeable social relationships.
 Recognize that education takes place through individual study by students and group activities,
both of major importance, depending on the context of the process.
 appreciate the importance of the curriculum standards (what the students are expected to
achieve).This gives the teacher a better understanding of students’ gradual learning progression.
It also allows the teachers to take the best measures in order to enhance every student's
individual performance, even going beyond the curriculum standard where appropriate.
 develop a clear plan of action, indicating, step by step, how the students will concretely achieve
these curriculum standards. With this in mind, teachers need to apply effective techniques to
enhance students' on-going learning.
 apply teaching approaches that proved to be effective.
Successful learning frequently takes place when the teacher:
 enhances student learning by employing different learning styles at different speeds of
presentation and also at different dynamic levels.
 promotes learning via constant inquiry, effort and self-discipline.
 recognizes that learning develops relationships and abilities and contributes to acquiring
competences (knowledge, skills and attitudes/values).
Most recent teaching approaches aim at developing the students’ competences through gaining a
combination of knowledge, skills, attitudes and values. This ensures that students can meet the
challenges of today’s rapidly evolving world both in terms of functionality and employability.
Learners need to acquire skills, process, analyze and interpret new knowledge independently in a
flexible and creative manner, think critically, reflect on ideas, and draw conclusions from collected
information. Experience demonstrates that the learner-centered teaching approach and
active/interactive teaching methods effectively provide learners with these skills and abilities.

2. Key principles underlying learner-centered teaching
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Learner-centered teaching is an approach that shifts the focus of the activity from the teacher to
the learner: it stresses how the students are to learn rather than what the teacher does to promote the
learning. Key principles of learning-centered teaching are:
 Learners discover and construct the meaning from information and experience based on their
unique perceptions, thoughts and feelings. Learning does not occur in a vacuum.
 More information does not necessarily mean more learning. Learners seek to create meaningful
uses of knowledge regardless of the quantity of the information presented.
 Learners link new knowledge to existing information in ways that make sense to them. The
remembering of new knowledge is facilitated when it can be tied to a learner's current
knowledge.
 A learner’s ‘personality’ influences his/her learning. Learners have varying degrees of selfconfidence and differ in the clarity of their personal goals and expectations for success and
failure and this affects their learning levels.
 Learners want to learn but personal insecurities and fear of failure often get in the way of
learning. Individuals are naturally curious and enjoy learning.
 Learners like challenges and are most creative when the learning is challenging.
 Learners are individuals and not all learners are at the same stage of physical, intellectual,
emotional, and social development. Learners also differ in their cultural backgrounds. Although
the basic principles of learning apply to all learners regardless of these differences, teachers
must take into account such differences between learners.
 The learning environment is important. Learners learn best in a friendly, socially interactive and
diverse environment.
 Learners like positive reinforcement. Learning environments that support the self-esteem and
respect of the individual learner tend to be more successful.
 Past experiences affect learning. Personal beliefs and impressions from prior learning color the
learners' world views and their approach to learning.

3. Active learning within a learner-centered teaching
Active-learning describes the learning as a process based on the lively and dynamic cognitive
activity of students in collaboration with other students.
The essence of this approach is that learning is not based on the memorization of new scientific
knowledge or information, but on the systematic development of thinking, self-acquisition and
learning skills. Under the guidance and facilitation of the effective teacher, students learn how to
access, analyze and interpret information and draw logical and coherent conclusions by themselves.
Faced with a challenge, students use problem solving and learning through dialogue ways to
address the challenge and seek solutions. Very often, "problem-based learning" and “an interactive
teaching method" are used as synonyms for the “active-learning approach”.
The main features of active/interactive learning are:
 an active cognitive attitude of students throughout the lesson, based on the activation of
thinking;
 students are considered as discoverers and researchers: self-discovery and mastery of
knowledge in the process of problem solving;
 the role of the teacher is a facilitator, creating the conditions for self-discovery and learning;
 the collaboration of students and teachers and thus joint problem solving, group interaction and
feedback are significant;
 the challenge or problem-issue put forward at the beginning of the lesson forms the focus of
learning;
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a tendency to emphasize inquiry-based learning (lessons are presented as “research” problems);
students are guided to undertake different types of thinking, for example logical, critical, and
creative thinking;
stimulation of student’s autonomy and independence of thought are stimulated by the teacher;
a focus on the creative application of knowledge for a meaningful and useful purpose;
Extensive use of group work (not necessarily of one type), for example work in large groups, in
pairs, in groups of intentionally selected diverse individuals etc.);
a respectful and trusting style of relationship between students and teacher;
Use of effective methods of organization and indicators of success of the learning activities; (for
example, worksheets and handouts; forms of organizing the learning environment; various
methods of determined achievement, etc.)

The outcomes expected by students when successfully employing active learning include:
 Short-term mastery of information,
 Long-term retention of what has been studied,
 Depth of understanding of material learned,
 Acquisition of critical thinking or creative problem-solving skills,
 Development of positive attitudes toward learning, as well as
 Increase in learner engagement with the subject being taught, or level of confidence in
knowledge or skills.

4. Making teaching effective by engaging students in active learning
Engaging students and supporting them to develop knowledge, insights, problem solving skills,
self-confidence, self-efficiency, and a passion for learning are common expectations associated with
effective teaching.
As teachers, you may ask, “When do children learn best?”
According to current theories and practices, the learning will be motivated (“learning engagement”)
best if:
 learners see a worthwhile end-product to the process;
 learning content is relevant to personal interest and choices;
 learners learn by doing. Understanding is essential to effective performance and only through
doing one can obtain true understanding.
 learners have a freedom to make mistakes safely. Learning by doing means that people run the
risk of failure. Learning events or experiences must therefore ensure that individuals know that
it is safe and permitted to fail, but teachers have to help them learn from their mistakes.
 learners receive feedback on their work and their educational progress. Learners need feedback
on how they are doing but this is best provided by giving learners the means to evaluate their
own progress, i.e. self-checking.
 learners have a freedom to learn in their own time and at their own pace. Learning will be more
effective if trainees can manage their learning themselves in accordance with their own
preferences as to how it should progress.
Effective teaching needs to include learning approaches and activities in the three domains of
learning: knowledge, skills and attitudes/values. These are also termed as cognitive, psychomotor,
and affective domains of learning. This can be considered as:
 cognitive (thinking)
or ‘minds-on’
 psychomotor (doing) but rarely doing without thinking leading to ‘hands-on, minds-on’
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 affective (feeling) or ‘hearts-on’.

5. The possible difficulties in an active-learning environment and how they could
be diminished
Educational experiences for students should be challenging and enriching. Too-easy learning
activities and too-easy assignments are not as effective at engaging students as activities and
assignments that challenge them. When students are reflecting, questioning, conjecturing,
evaluating, and making connections between ideas, they are generally engaged.
The challenge here is to give a lesson that has an “inquiry character”/ a problem/a challenge, as well
as a change in the traditional, dominant role of the teacher… and allows students to become equal
participants in the educational process. This becomes possible by altering traditional roles of student
and teacher in the educational process.
The student’s position is that of “a discoverer” and “a researcher”. The students are placed in a
learning context in which they should face a number of challenges, questions and issues that need to
resort to inquiry and micro-inquiry in order to get to a solution. However, it is very important that
the students clearly understand the purpose of the learning exercise as being a cognitive one; one
that answers what, why and how s/he is performing and what kind of final result the students should
achieve.
The teacher’s position is a guide or facilitator. The teacher must create the conditions necessary
for the students to be able to conduct their inquiry, help them to define their inquiry goals and
facilitate their learning process by asking relevant questions and guiding the learners to, or in the
direction of sources of information.
This is a new type of leadership in teaching where the learning process is based on the joint activity
of the teacher and the students which is oriented to the achievement of the learning objectives. In
this case, the teacher doesn't dominate the class as a strong authority, and does not distance
himself/herself from the students. The teacher systematically and purposefully works with the class,
organizes the problem situations, promotes development of research tasks by students, provides
technical assistance in solving them, and points the way forward to the acquisition of knowledge.
The teacher cooperates with the students, and guides them towards what they must learn and how to
learn.
To encourage learners’ active cognitive participation in active/interactive learning, it is necessary
that:
 the teacher demonstrates special respect, trust and individual approach to each student;
 the teacher must demonstrate a high level of sensitivity to the classroom climate.
During the active/interactive learning, a teacher should:
 have attitudes of mutual respect, trust and kindness with the learners;
 support learners and accept them as they are;
 motivate and stimulate learners by believing in their capability;
 avoid direct criticism of the learners, refuse to evaluate the answers as good or bad so the
student should believe and be sure that any attempt to solve the problem will be discussed,
evaluated as a creative idea and that the learners' ideas and abilities deserve serious and
respectful attention.
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These attitudes expressed above will help to build confidence of each individual learner and create a
feasible learning environment in the class. These are the keys to full participation of students in the
educational process and the learners’ possibility to openly share their viewpoints. Through
adherence to the above suggested teacher attitudes, students’ fear of failure or fear of ridicule will
disappear --- and as a result, the cognitive activity of students will be maintained throughout the
learning process.
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Module 5: Using ICT for Learning across different Subjects
The Kuwait Primary School Curriculum for Grades 1-3 promotes the use of ICT to enhance teaching and
learning across the curriculum. This module presents to teachers guidelines and examples to start using ICT
in their daily lessons across the curriculum. You will find answers for the next questions:






Why should I use ICT for teaching all subjects?
Why do student like to use ICT for learning all subjects?
What is the benefit of integrating ICT in learning other subjects?
How to start using ICT in the classroom.
How do I use ICT in my daily lessons in all subjects?

1. Using ICT for learning across subjects
Today everyone uses ICT technologies in daily life, because ICT has brought remarkable changes into our
lifestyle. Digital technology helps us in any activity. In particular, you applied digital technologies in
analyzing, processing and dissemination of information.
ICT helps us learn and work in a digital society, use digital
Digital literacy is the confident and
devices and technologies such as mobile phones, tablets,
critical use of ICT for work, leisure,
computers, Internet, e-mail, web sites, social networks, etc.
learning and communication”.
This explains why ICT skills are important today.
To live, learn and work successfully in an increasingly complex, information-rich and knowledge based
society, students must administer utilizing technology effectively.
Using ICT for learning will help students to become:
 Competent information technology users.
 Information seekers, analyzers, and evaluators.
 Problem solvers and decision makers.
 Creative and effective users of productivity tools.
 Communicators, collaborators, publishers, and producers.
 Informed, responsible, and contributing citizens.
Students should be able to determine which tool will be the best for the task and develop a coherent and
comprehensive range of transferable skills and knowledge that can be applied in study, work and home.
The creative use of ICT in education can increase the qualities of life by enhancing teaching and learning.
When you use ICT as tools and resources in classroom you will extend the learning environment.

2. Students’ reaction
Your students were raised in the digital age. They can easily use the Internet, smart phones, social networks
etc. The new generation is global, social and technological. They are the most connected, educated and
sophisticated generation ever. They are the up-agers, with influence beyond their years. They are the tweens,
the teens, the youth and young adults of our global society. They are the early adopters, the brand
influencers, the social media drivers, the pop-culture leaders.
ICT provides different ways of delivering, watching, hearing, entertaining, communicating or solving
everyday problems. ICT provides innovative ways to make learning interactive, personalized, collaborative,
creative and interesting. That’s why students like to use digital devices, learn about ICT and learn with ICT.
They use ICT tools for searching information, creating basic models and projects, such as photos, images,
videos or posters, play games for learning letters, numbers etc. As well, they like to use their individual way
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for learning according to their interests. The use of computers in education can be more efficient, it can
provide better learning results and it can be adaptive to the needs of individual learner.

3. Integrating ICT in learning other subjects
The benefits students get from integrating ICT for learning other subjects in Grade one.
 Critical thinking and evaluation - In class, the teacher and the manual are not the only sources of
information. Several choices are available for students. ICT can find, manage, evaluate and use different
types of information resources that are accessible to all. Students enjoy learning from what interests them
and that is why they can better understand what the teacher explains.


ICT skills - Students will learn new technologies by using them in classroom for daily learning activities.
They will be able to use a range of ICT tools in a relevant curriculum context. Students will enjoy
reaching success with new ICT skills.



Collaboration skills - ICT helps teachers encourage teamwork. This allows students to better understand
each other. Students learn together and establish common ground. Through cooperative learning and
problem-solving, students develop social skills.



Increasing student achievement - ICT tools allow students to progress at their needs. Students will
enjoy learning with ICT tools. Access to sources of information and using technologies to learn letters,
numbers, and natural processes help them to develop their learning potential and creativity. This also
improves the motivation and the pleasure of learning from some things they know well.



Develop communication skills – Computers and mobiles are good means to present and share
information resources. For example, students can present images to the teacher and classmates. Students
will describe context, share his own idea with others, respond to questions and communicate with the
teacher and classmates.

You can check that in your class and add your ideas!

4. Using ICT in daily learning activities
ICT can be used in education in many ways:
Asking whether technology can improve
education is like asking whether experiments
can improve science education. Everything
depends on what kind of technology is
introduced, how it is used, its design and how
teachers are supported to use it.
R. Noss, Director of Technology Enhanced
Learning
Research Programme (UK)





Learning about ICT - Teachers and students
learn about ICT to develop ICT skills and
knowledge to support learning.
Learning with ICT - Teachers and students
use ICT technologies to learning.
Learning through ICT- Teachers and
students use ICT to transform the process of
teaching and learning in new ways.

You can use all this during one class. As a result, when students learn other subjects, they will develop ICT
competences at the same time.
The following technologies can be used in the classroom to teach other subjects:
 Digital images, posters, presentations, web pages, e-books.
 Audio, video and animation.
 Games, tests, quiz and puzzles, e-lab, applications.
 On-line projects, Web quest.
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5. Using ICT in the classroom
You can start using ICT for implementing Grade1 curriculum and providing students with opportunities to
use ICT skills to enhance their learning in all subjects. Appropriate use of ICT in curriculum implementation
will improve efficiency and educational outcomes. Individual teachers now have the responsibility to think
about ways to use ICT within their daily lessons. Even teachers that do not have any affinity with computers
do feel the need and pressure to start working with computers.
For many teachers and for many schools, the use of ICT in learning other subjects is a new task. Before you
start please read following Recommendations:
 Don’t be afraid to use ICT:
ICT tools are applicable and available everywhere. You can find ways to use ICT in the classroom from
colleagues in your school or other schools in the country or abroad.
 Start simple:
Start with simple ways in your class, for example, a simple ICT project. You should implement the
project in the classroom before the students. Later when you will have experienced for some times,
projects can become more complex.
 Integrate ICT
ICT-projects are not necessarily extra lessons in your curriculum. Think about making combinations
with your normal lessons. This will give you better control of the project, and thus it will increase the
chance for success.
 Focus on learning, not techniques
Make sure that the use of ICT serves a learning goal. Computers must not be used in the classroom
because they are computers. They should be used to improve the learning process. A teacher must focus
on the didactical aspects of it. ICT is just a tool and the teacher can use it as a tool for teaching and
learning.
 Role of the teacher changes. This role shifts from an instructor to other roles like mentor, coach, guide
and motivator. Teachers should pay attention to all students.
 Using ICT for active learning. Students can isolate themselves from the rest of the group. Teachers must
regulate using technology in class by students. Students should have equal access to technologies.
 Using ICT appropriately.ICT should be used appropriately during school hours by the teacher and
students. The integration of technology has limits and balance.Teachers should control the navigation

of students during school hours. Not all websites are acceptable.


Develop ICT skills
A teacher should develop his ICT skills because every day he will find new information, new ICT tools
and new products. Teachers must develop their own ICT capacity in order to guide their students. But
they should not be afraid to learn new technologies together with students.

Teachers use ICT as a tool to develop students' learning outcomes in literacy, numeracy, science and 21st
century skills:
Information tools provide information in various formats (text, sound, graphics, video, multimedia, web
pages and others). For example, students can find images or photos for learning letters or numbers etc.
Simulation tools enable teachers to design the digital models of real systems and processes. Models will help
to learn and investigate systems or processes. (for example, learn letters, drawing shapes, and playing games
with letters or numbers).
Communication tools enable teachers to facilitate communication between teachers and students or among
students (for example, talking about content of images, listening to audio or watching video etc.).
Examples of using ICT in your daily lessons in all subjects:
Connect classroom to digital world by providing students with a learning environment, which include
technology. For example, you can use interactive white board or tablets (For example, “One to one” project).
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Students will be able to recognize and use devices confidently in and out of classrooms to learn language,
Quran, math and science. E-resources are useful for presenting new knowledge or topics in different
subjects. This technology allows students to study independently, analyze, and present new material visually
(for example, to learn letters, numbers, figures, arts, English languages and presents others). Through these
e-resources students improve literacy and communication skills because such resources require them to
interact with each other while using various forms of speech, symbols and logical analysis. Students also
significantly improve their reading comprehension and writing skills. Materials with audio-visual effects
could be selected, rewound and fast-forwarded, and thus allow students to control their own learning.
Students like to use a variety of ICT tools in their classroom environment. Their experience of technology in
the real world is enhanced through imaginative role-play. Specialist ICT lessons allow our younger students
to develop and refine their fine motor mouse skills, familiarize them with the keyboard and to begin
navigating their way around basic computer programmes.
Sources of information. Students develop their basic ICT skills to manipulate and combine information from
different sources and present that information using a wide variety of multimedia. Their awareness of how ICT
is used in the real world is developed and they recognize how ICT can be used to gather, investigate, analyze,
communicate and present information in classroom, home and public areas.
Web quests. ICT can facilitate teaching and learning of mathematics through inquiry-based learning like “Web
Quest” activities, in which students work with information they find on the Internet. Spread sheets to
encourage students to explore and express mathematical ideas when solving problems. Face-to-face
discussions as well as online communications among students develop critical thinking, confidence and
willingness to learn.
e-Lab. ICT allows students to conduct experiments and investigate the process or model visually. This is a
safe way of learning. The students can create their own model and investigate according to their interest. They
use existing virtual experiments on various subjects. Internet has various models that can be used in the
classroom. ICT can facilitate the teaching and learning of science in the form of multimedia virtual worlds.
They find a range of content, like text, tables, images and sound. They develop their use of these programmes
to present their work in a variety of formats.
Projects: Students can participate in projects. Projects allow them to integrate different subjects. This allows
students to reach standards from few subjects in the same time. For example, students can design a puzzle, a
poster, a cartoon, etc. Projects provide an opportunity for students to share their skills in problem solving and
enhance their historical thinking. For example, students can learn how to make tea, how to check temperature
of the water, etc. Students will be able to choose relevant digital devices to solve problems. They will be able
to use applications to design and implement projects. Projects are the best way for integration. Projects such a
“Our planet”, “My family”, «My Favorite Games», “My Favorite Sport”, «National clothes" and others will
develop social, cultural and science skills of students. In Technology, children learn about designing and
making products to solve problems and meet their needs.
Math - Students will learn to recognize analog and digital clocks. They will also gain skills to tell time on both
clocks. Students enjoy completing their mathematical tasks using technology, as if it were an intrinsic
motivator in itself.
Create card. Students can type letters and words. They can change color, font size in the text using the mouse
or finger. They can use different styles and choose favorite ones . They can find images from gallery and put
them next to the letters. They can design cards by images and letters or by images and words. They will
recognize, read, write and explain letters, words & actions and at the same time their typing skills will be
improved. Students can use images from social life and natural life and learn social studies or sciences.
Information stories: Students can create information stories. They can use resources from classroom or they
can use e-resources. Tablets are best for these activities. Students can create stories with images and words and
talk about a story to others. They can use letters, words, images, sounds, audio, and video in their language
classes. They will learn read and talk about stories from daily life. That can be used to learn Languages,
Islamic studies, Social Studies, Sciences, PHE, Math, ART.
Design posters. Student can create together or individually posters by using different images, letters and words.
They can create hard versions then create an e-version on computer or tablet. Or they can print e-version and
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create hard version of posters or cards (for example, cards for family events and celebrations). They will
improve creative skills; they will improve typing, designing, exploring, presenting skills.
Create postcard. A student can create a postcard by using a digital camera. S/He will take a photo and add
letters or words. S/He will explain his/her cards to others. He will improve his/her writing, speaking skills,
creative, taking and using photo skills in the same time.
Quizzes, Puzzles: A student can fill in puzzles, and word-finding puzzles. Puzzles can include letters, words,
numbers or images. Teachers can use images from social or natural life, or PHE. Students will improve
his/her language skills, social skills, mathematical skills and ICT skills in the same time. Students can take
quizzes. That motivates them to receive advanced knowledge on the subject. The technology allows moderate
quizzes. Options to create test questions and assessment results can attract students. This technology is
developing in-depth knowledge and skills of students on various topics. For example, you can use puzzles to
learn numbers or letters.
Computer game. A student can play computer games. Educational games provide another tool for the teaching
and learning of languages, math, social studies and science. Game-based learning might be the best way to
promote students' learning motivation. Game-based learning approach can provide ways to stimulate children’s
abstract thinking during the process of cognitive development, and further foster their thinking ability. Also in
the same time students will be improve their ICT skills (using mouse, keyboard, screen, application, menu etc.)
Virtual tour. Students can go to virtual tours to museum, zoo, gallery, park and cities with the teacher. They
will learn about nature, digital devices, animals, flowers, books, legends…etc. Virtual tours can be organized
in languages, Islamic education, social studies, science, PHE.
Play song, music or video. Student can learn Islamic studies, social studies; languages, music; PHE and Math
(for example, repeat letter, number, song, stories). That will improve creative skills. A student will be able
listen, stop, repeat and record audio and video.
He will improve using digital devices for learning.
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Module 6: Classroom Assessment: Attaining Curriculum
Standards
This section offers ideas and strategies for determining whether students are attaining the
curriculum standards. It reinforces the section on assessment in the curriculum document (Part III Recommendations for implementing the Curriculum and Standards for Science in Primary
Education, section 2 – Recommendations concerning Assessment)
Please note. The curriculum standards are targets for all students. But it is important that
students be guided to go beyond the curriculum standards where they are able. Thus the
curriculum standards need to be considered as a minimum.

1. What is Assessment?
The general term used to relate to determining achievement of students is ASSESSMENT. This is a
measure of how well students are learning and developing competences in line with the curriculum.

2. How can teachers assess?
Teachers can assess students in many ways, but in this section the emphasis is on three key ways:
1 Assessing from marking written work (also includes drawing, painting, photographs, work
carried out on the computer).
2 Assessing from students involved in oral interactions (included presentations, debates, group
interactions).
3 Assessing by observations (students individually, as a group, or even the whole class).
Each of these ways is important for a teacher. In this section, each approach is elaborated. The
assessment can be formal (undertaken, at a set time, by all students in the class), or informal (when
the teacher feels it is appropriate and with the teacher deciding which students are involved).
2.1. Students need to be aware when assessing occurs
If the assessment is formal, the students are directly aware they are being assessed. It is a time when
it is separate from the teaching and where assessment is the major focus. It can be called an
examination, a test or even class work. It is very likely to lead to a mark (e.g. 7/10), or a grade (e.g.
A, B), or a percentage (e.g. 70%). The assessment outcome is likely to be recorded by the teacher.
Further teaching, related to the particular curriculum standards assessed, may or may not take place.
Informal assessment is often associated with the term FEEDBACK. It can involve students
interacting with the teacher and/or with other students, but the student is not explicitly made aware
that assessment is taking place (but if the teacher wishes, the student can be informed).
Informal assessment is usually associated with being a part of teaching. Examples can be:
 the students are undertaking class work individually, or as a group;
 the teacher asks a question to the class;
 the teacher observes students during a practical session, or undertaking project work.
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The feedback obtained is not necessarily the same for each student, or undertaken to the same
degree. Informal feedback is often associated with comments rather than marks e.g. well done,
good suggestion, try gain, why do you think that?
Both types of assessment are important. The first is often described as ‘assessment of learning’
(because it follows on after the learning), while the informal components are described as
‘assessment for learning. ’Assessment for learning is expected to support further student learning
– this is its major target.
2.2. What does the teacher assess?
Simply put, the teacher assesses how well the students are attaining the curriculum standards.
The last column in the curriculum document indicates curriculum standards. The curriculum
standards relate to cognitive achievement, skills attainment and to rationalisations of dispositions
(attitudes/values) expressed.
If written in an appropriate manner, the standards in the curriculum document:
 are written in a measureable format;
 can be determined, at a particular level, for each student at any point in time (during the lesson,
at the end of a section, end of the school year, or in an external assessment system such as
MESA);
 if comprehensive, enable the teacher to recognise the minimum learning targets;
 can indicate learning, related to connections with other subjects which are associated with the
specific competence.
While manipulative activities are not directly assessable via a written exercise and actual cognition
(i.e. thinking) is not directly observable, other curriculum standards lend themselves to
measurement in written, oral and/or observational assessment strategies.

3. Types of Assessment
3.1.

Formal Assessment

Formal assessment tends to:
 assess product rather than the process (although process may be included);
 be summative and thus undertaken at the end of (a topic, a semester, a year, the whole course);
 be terminal (while it can provide feedback which helps the student to further their learning, or
help the teacher by indicating where emphasis is needed in further teaching, it usually simply
provides an overall indicator of attainment);
 be poor at indicating to students which curriculum standards have or have not been met.
Formal assessment:
 needs a specific time set aside for this to occur;
 is mainly related to subject learning and is mainly associated with knowledge and cognitive
skills of learning (range of realities and range of operations);
 is not useful for determining attitudes and values (range of personal values)
3.2. Informal Assessment. -Advantages of informal assessment:
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Informal assessment can be very powerful. It can affect student’s attitude, motivation and interest.
Informal assessment:
 can assess the work (range of realities), actions (range of operations), values (range of personal
values) and connections at an individual (examination) or group level (project work);
 can be impromptu (carried out by the teacher whenever is convenient), undertaken for a short
time, with perhaps only part of the class, or with an individual. And of great importance, it can
be undertaken as an integral part of the teaching;
 can be abandoned at any time (there is no time allocation, or expectation all students are
assessed);
 need not relate to the same curriculum standard component for each student;
 offers great scope for the teacher in treating students as individuals (allows different standards if
the teacher feels this valuable).
It is sometimes called ‘assessment for learning’, or formative assessment, but can also be diagnostic
for the teacher (it can indicate to the teacher whether the teaching strategy being used is
appropriate). It can illustrate where the teaching is succeeding, or is in need of reconsideration or
reinforcement.

4. Using the Appropriate Assessment Strategy
Apart from requirements to meet the standardised school system, this is really for the teacher to
answer. Formal assessment can be part of the teacher’s teaching plan. Informal approaches are ever
present during teaching and hence these allow the teacher to operate as the situation demands.
The teacher thus needs to:
 adopt the strategy that leads to maximising the learning;
 move forward to a higher level of complexity, or to new topic areas where the students quickly
indicate attainment of the curriculum standards;
 scaffold (positively support) students where students face difficulties.
In any quest to maximise the teaching time, formal written tests or examinations are not good
procedures. The greater the time spent on tests/examinations, the lower the time available for
teaching. During such activities, teaching is not possible. Formal assessment strategies are thus
important where the teacher wishes to assess student’s individual work, within a given time frame
and/or use an approach in a manner that efficiently matches the desired attainment. In Grade 1, little
formal assessment is expected.
The three strategies mentioned earlier can form valuable alternatives in determining whether
students are attaining the curriculum standards. These are:
 Individual class work undertaken in writing (reading), using multimedia,
 Oral interactions - discussions, presentations (between students and teacher or studentsstudents) , group deliberations/plans (student interactions are scaffold - positively supported -,
as appropriate, by the teacher),
 Teacher observations (of individual and/or groups)
Methods 1 and 2 above can be applied to curriculum standards associated with:
 range of realities (mainly cognitive in nature);
 range of operations and range of personal values) (mainly relating to subject or cross-curricular
skills).
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Method 3 applies to teacher observations associated with enhancing classroom atmosphere, noting
behavioural actions, student interactions, identifying self-development.

5. Marking Informal Assessment Strategies
The overriding target during informal assessment is to determine whether the curriculum standard is
being achieved. This can be a record the teacher can keep and, if appropriate, give to the student.
While marks of 10/10 or comments like very good can be used, an alternative yet simple approach
(certainly for Grade 1) is to make use of ‘smileys’ (or ticks).
However, it is also possible to award students with marks, based on progress. This is a further
aspect of informal assessment which the teacher can use for encouragement.
In the table below you will note 3 (rather than just 2) levels. This is to allow students to achieve
beyond the standard, it also indicates whether the standard is being achieved or not. The table can
also be used to indicate progress being made towards the attainment target (and the teacher may
wish to use progress being made as the major criteria - especially for encouragement of weaker
students).
is illustrating progress above that expected on the particular attainment of the curriculum standard
(or standards) being assessed
2 ticks √√

1 tick √

is illustrating the progress expected (based on the class performance by the class as a whole, or if
the teacher prefers, based on the progress made by the individual student as a criterion-based
judgment)
not illustrating the progress expected in gaining the curriculum standard (or standards) being
assessed at this time (in a cognitive, skills, attitude or values sense)

No tick x
Examples of assessment strategies are given in the subject part of the teacher guide.
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Examples (in individual subject part – here is a science example. This uses a 3 ‘smiley’ system – full smile, part smile
and no smile but awards no marks)
Range of realities
Assessment Informal (not formal)

Curriculum
standard

How assessed

1.1 Recognize the
major parts of the
body, our five senses
and the functions
these perform

Oral and showing
interaction

1.2 Identify and
describe sources of
different sounds,
light and heat in the
home/school and
their purpose

Oral interaction

2.1 Classify
foodstuffs based on
odor, colour and
shape to indicate
whether the foodstuff
is suitable for
consumption

Oral and showing
Students classify
based on properties
and recognise
whether edible or not

Student actions
observed by the
teacher

Student shows using
real object, or
diagram/photo/
picture, observed by
teacher

Fully attaining the
curriculum
standard

Can state and point to
the 3 major parts
(head, body, limbs).
Can state the 5
senses, point to body
organ involved.
Can show how the
organ is used to
detect a sense
Can identify and
describe at least 6 sources of sound. 3
sources of light, 3
sources of heat.
In each case can
describe a
meaningful purpose
Can classify common
foodstuffs and
indicate whether
suitable for
consumption or not

Partly attaining the
curriculum
standard

Not attaining the
curriculum
standard

Remedial action
None
Standard expected
to be achieved with
time

Remedial action
None
Standard expected
to be achieved with
time

Can carry out at least
One of the 3 aspects.

Not able to undertake
any of the 3
attributes/
Remedial action
None – standard
expected to be
achieved with time

Can identify, with a
purpose, more than
one source of sound,
more than one source
of light and more
than one source of
heat.

Can identify not
more than one source
of sound, light and
heat.

Can classify most
items of common
foodstuffs and
indicate whether
suitable for
consumption or not

Has difficulty
identifying foodstuffs
based on odor, colour
or shape.

Partly attaining
the curriculum
standard

Not attaining the
curriculum standard

Remedial action
None
Standard expected
to be achieved
with time

Remedial action
None
Standard expected
to be achieved with
time

Can identify ice,
water and steam
and can explain
how they can be
changed from one
form to another

Can identify only two
of the three forms of
water. Has difficulty
in explaining how the
two forms can be
changed

Range of operations
Assessment Informal (not formal)

Curriculum standard

1.3 Identify and
describe the three
states of matter and
determining how they
are changed from one
to another in the case
of water

How assessed

Oral interaction
Student describes
to the teacher (or
class) live or
student illustrates
on video/
IPad, etc.)

Fully attaining the
curriculum standard

Can easily identify ice,
water and steam and
explain how they can
be changed from one
form to another
including a description
of the procedure
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2.3 Demonstrate
experimentally the rate
of growth by showing
how to measure height
and weight changes
overtime

Teacher
observation
Student shows to
the teacher (on two
separate occasions,
or on the second
occasion with data
available from an
earlier data
gathering) how to
show the change

Can show how to
obtain the change in
height and weight over
a specific period of
time and can interrelate
each change against
time

Can show the
change in height
and weight over a
specific period of
time but not
interrelate change
and time together

Can give values for
the new height and
weight, but not the
changes

Range of personal values
Assessment Informal (not formal)

Curriculum standard

How assessed

1.5 Describe what it
means to take care and
be healthy related to
the sense organs

Oral interaction
Student describes
to the teacher
(class) related to all
5 sense organs and
shows how to take
care of each organ
and how to keep it
healthy
Oral interaction
Student describes
to the teacher
(class) (can also
involve
demonstration
alongside the
describing) safe
ways related to use
of a refrigerator
and kettle and
using various
solutions

2.5 Describes safe
ways to deal with
phenomena and
substances at
home/school
associated with change
of state (related to
ice/water/steam), and
using solutions (related
to solid substances
found in the home)

Partly attaining
the curriculum
standard

Not attaining the
curriculum standard

Remedial action
None
Standard expected
to be achieved
with time

Remedial action
None
Standard expected
to be achieved with
time

Describes meaningful
actions with respect to
each of the 5 sense
organs for (a) taking
care and (b) ensuring
health

Describes
meaningful actions
with respect to each
of the 5 sense
organs for (a)
taking care or (b)
ensuring health

Not able to describe
meaningful actions
with respect to each
of the 5 sense organs
for (a) taking care or
(b) ensuring health

Describes safe ways to
deal with
(a) change of state
(related to
ice/water/steam) and
the technology used,
(b) using solutions
(related to solid
substances found in the
home).

Describes safe
ways to deal with
change of state
(related to
ice/water/steam)
and the technology
used, or using
solutions (related to
solid substances
found in the home)

Not able to describe
safe ways to deal with
change of state
(related to
ice/water/steam), or
using solutions
(related to solid
substances found in
the home)

Fully attaining the
curriculum standard

Range of connections
Assessment Informal (no formal)

Curriculum standard

1.6. Express science

How assessed

Oral interaction

Fully attaining the
curriculum standard

Express science ideas

Partly attaining
the curriculum
standard
Remedial action
None
Standard expected
to be achieved
with time
Express science

Not attaining the
curriculum standard
Remedial action
None
Standard expected
to be achieved with
time
Express science ideas
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ideas about ourselves
by describing,
counting, drawing and
singing using
knowledge and skills
obtained though
studies in Arabic
Language, Islamic
Studies, Qur'an
Studies, Mathematics,
Art, Music, PE

2.7 Express
information and ideas
about science
phenomena and
processes in the
home/school using
knowledge and skills
obtained though
studies in Arabic
Language, Islamic
Studies, Qur'an
Studies, Mathematics,
Art, Music, PE

Student expresses
ideas orally or
through drawing
(on paper or by
means of a
computer/i-pad)
which interrelate to
learning in each of
the subjects
indicated

Oral interaction
Student expresses
information and
ideas about things
in the home or
school orally or
through drawing
(on paper or by
means of a
computer/i-pad)
which interrelate to
learning in each of
the subjects
indicated

about ourselves by
speaking using
appropriate Arabic
Language, when
relating learning about
themselves using
Islamic Studies, Qur'an
Studies, Art, Music,
PE, Mathematics
aspects

Express information
and ideas about science
phenomena and
processes in the
home/school using
knowledge and skills
obtained though
studies in Arabic
Language, Islamic
Studies, Qur'an
Studies, Mathematics,
Art, Music, PE

ideas about
ourselves by
speaking using
appropriate Arabic
Language, when
relating learning
about themselves
using Islamic
Studies, Qur'an
Studies, or Art,
Music, or PE,
Mathematics
aspects
Express
information and
ideas about science
phenomena and
processes in the
home/school using
knowledge and
skills obtained
though studies in
Arabic Language,
Islamic Studies,
Qur'an Studies, or
Arabic Language,
Mathematics, Art,
Music, PE

about ourselves by
speaking using
appropriate Arabic
Language, so as to
relate learning about
themselves

Not able to express
information and ideas
about science
phenomena and
processes in the
home/school using
knowledge and skills
obtained though
studies in Arabic
Language.
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Module 7: School-based Professional Development
1. What is school-based professional development?
The implementation of the new competence-based curriculum is a very demanding task, involving
commitment, creativity, a substantial managerial capacity and leadership. Even though most of the
curriculum in Kuwait represents the core curriculum so that all schools need to refer to the same
curriculum competences and standards, each school has its personality and specificity, as they have
specific focuses. As an example, mainstream schools, Islamic schools, special-needs schools, etc.
work in different cultural environments, and have students with various backgrounds, needs and
interests. Therefore, teachers in various school environments should be able to demonstrate, on a
daily basis, their capacity to understand the principles and values of the new competence-based
curriculum, and to articulate how they deliver teaching and learning. They are expected to be
creative and responsible in adapting the requirements of the core curriculum within the realities of
the concrete schools they are leading.
The implementation of the new competence-based curriculum as well as its permanent adaption to
the realities of each individual school involves a sustained continuous professional development
process. In this respect, the Ministry of Education offers you as a Grade 1 teacher a substantial
training program. Is this enough to cover all your needs and worries generated by the day-to-day
practice? Can you and your colleagues do something by yourselves, in your school to address your
professional needs?
The current international experience proves that School-based Professional Development (SbPD) is
a very effective solution, complementary to the training programs offered by the MoE. SbPD
consists of a series of in-school organized workshops, training events, peer-teaching, selfmonitoring, and self-assessment, individual and group reflection on own practices and mentoring
activities. This activity should be based on clear vision and requires careful planning,
implementing, monitoring and evaluation efforts.
SbPD is by all means a cyclic and progressive process and not a singular event in the professional
journey of a teacher or a staff.

2. Organizing the school-based professional development
As "lead professionals", school principals are responsible for the internal organization, management
and monitoring of the school, leading the school towards an agreed set of institutional targets,
including SbPD area. In particular, they have responsibilities at two levels: strategic and
operational.
 At the strategic level, principals, in close cooperation with their teams, need to build SbPD, as
well as specific targets addressing the long-term teachers’ professional needs, thus making all
school activities coherent and meaningful, and to align with teacher professional growth;
 At the operational level, principals - together with their teams - need to find concrete solutions
that enable all children in Kuwait to reach the curriculum and performance standards, through:
 Identifying the teachers’ professional development needs;
 Planning professional learning opportunities addressing these needs;
 Organizing the school-based professional development effectively by providing support for
teachers daily activity, as described above;
 Monitoring and reviewing the policies, aims and objectives, and whether the targets and
priorities are being achieved.
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Defining “school policies/strategies” and operationalizing them into concrete “school
improvement action plans” needs to be a result of a collaborative process involving teachers,
parents, students and other stakeholders as actors in the development, and an ongoing review of
school strategic planning.
Head of departments have a major role in supporting teachers to organize the teaching and
learning activity for each subject in such a way that students can progress to their highest level
of achievement. Their job is to:
Support teachers in planning the teaching and learning process towards general and specific
competences of each subject together with all subject teachers;
Clarify, together with all subject teachers, priorities for student learning achievement in
reaching the curriculum standards, the ways in which those priorities will be addressed and how
students’ progress will be measured through school-based formative and summative assessment
and, last but not least, how the quality of teaching and learning of the teachers will be appraised;
Offer constant mentoring and coaching type of activity for all teachers;
Organize concrete SbPD activities at the school level;
Monitor the implementation of the agreed plans and offer professional support to teachers in
properly organizing the teaching and learning process;
Make recommendations for, and partly conduct teachers’ school-based professional
development starting from teachers’ concrete and specific needs.

3. How school-based development helps the teacher to understand and apply the
new curriculum in your classroom?
As the new curriculum starts to come into operation, you will have greater opportunity to increase
your teaching competences at school on a regular basis and at more appropriate times. Different
types of school-based TPD models could meet the needs and demands of all teachers (newly
appointed, less experienced or well experienced).
Here are some suggestions that might help you to better understand the new curriculum and to grow
professionally:
 In reading your subject curriculum and other related materials carefully, highlight those texts or
pieces of information you do not fully understand. Discuss these issues with a colleague, Head
of Department or your Supervisor.
 Raise all curriculum related issues in your regular department meeting, and find solutions
through consultations with your colleagues. You may wish to invite the supervisor or well
qualified teachers from other departments too as Perhaps they have already found good
solutions for similar issues.
 If you feel that you understand what the new curriculum requires from you but do not know
very well how to plan, design your lessons, use teaching/learning materials, organize classroom
activities and assess your students you may wish to enroll in a mentoring program designed for
curriculum implementation. Your Head of Department should be prepared to offer you
professional advice. He/she may allocate an experienced colleague to work with you. Through
mentoring programmes , highly experienced teachers play a leadership role in guiding the
activities of less experienced teachers. Like mentoring, peer coaching allows teachers to build
more collegial relationships, share their experiences, and assume more responsibility for the
quality of teaching. Coaching programs usually involve teachers on the same professional level.
 Invite the Head of Department/Supervisor to observe your lessons. The basic goal of
supervision and support is to improve your performance in the classroom. The supervisory focus
should be based on (a) what and how you teach, (b) instructional issues that are educationally
critical and amenable to change, (c) constructive analysis and the reinforcement of successful
patterns rather than on the condemnation of unsuccessful activities, (d) observational evidence,
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not on unsubstantiated value judgments. At the end of the lesson ask for feedback and make
sure you are on a good track concerning the new curriculum implementation.
You may wish to observe other colleagues’ lessons. This is a good opportunity to compare your
approach with theirs’. Pay attention to official documents that your peers prepare, teachinglearning materials they use, teaching strategies, classroom management and assessment methods
they incorporate.
By the end of the lesson you could debrief your colleague with what you liked the most but also
what you found inappropriate from the new curriculum implementation point of view. Try to
learn from all these experiences.
If you realize that you need to improve some of your knowledge/skills to successfully
implement the new curriculum (e.g. active teaching strategies, classroom management and
creative use of the teaching resources) do not hesitate to discuss these with your Head of
Department/Supervisor who may organize workshops or training programmes in your school,
especially when observing that a larger number of teachers expressed their interest/need in a
particular topic. You may wish to exchange ideas with a broader range of teachers and, in this
case, you could attend a training event at district or national level.
A lesson is a step that makes up a longer journey the lesson should be planned, designed and
performed to build competences in a gradual, interdependent manner. Starting from official
recommendations, you are encouraged to experiment with various resources and teaching
strategies. You may find it challenging (yet effective) to cooperate with other teachers of
various subjects, teaching in the same classes (e.g., Arabic and English or Math and Science).
Exchanging ideas and progress status for a particular class/group of students is beneficial for all
parties. Students develop competences faster and more fully when subjects are in a holistic
manner, i.e., not taught in complete isolation of each other.
Self – improvement should be your daily objective as a teacher. In-between official compulsory
training events organized by the Supervisor or other authority, you may wish to involve
yourself in several self-driven activities such as: reflection and self-analysis, participation in
distance education forms, participation at “open-door” lessons, carrying out exchange of
experience and views in the teaching area, holding discussion with advanced teachers,
participation at conferences, mentoring and activities in support centers. Do not wait until
someone invites you or appoints you to participate. Search for professional development
opportunities (via internet forums, education portals and official communications) and express
your interest to participate.
See the curriculum as a project that needs to be implemented with certain stages, activities and
resources. As in any project, good ideas and best practices are the results of teamwork. Readymade plans of lessons provided by others are good guides for your classroom activities, but
these may not necessarily contribute to your personal development. Your growth appears when
you actively participate in the making of these curriculum tools and products. Therefore, you are
encouraged to involve yourself in school-based projects for curriculum implementation. The
project team may design teaching-learning materials, adapt teaching strategies to increase
learning, develop formative assessment instruments, etc. Joint work promotes on-the-job
learning because it facilitates productive exchanges among teachers and reflection about
practice.
Create a teachers network with teachers inside and out of your school or if you find one to
satisfy your curriculum interest, participate in that one. Inter-school networks provide teachers
with a supportive professional community beyond the school building. You could develop a
network around a specific subject-matter focused on the new curriculum practices for classroom
implementation. Start with your colleagues and then invite others from your district (e.g.
Network of Math Primary Teachers from Al-Asema).
As support for communication you could use Customized free forums, Blogs, Facebook, emails,
other internet sites supporting interaction and content (upload/download of documents). You
can stay in touch via electronic bulletin boards as well.
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Experiment with your own materials and teaching techniques. It is the only way to prove what
works and what does not work for a particular group of students. Adapt and adjust activities and
materials until you are happy with the results. If you present a lesson that proved to be effective
for students’ learning, tell others and encourage (or urge) others to see if it also works well for
them. Organize a demonstrative lesson. Give a chance to other teachers to learn from your
experience.
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Annexes
(See part II of the Teacher Guide)
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